Introduction
A traditional, within-channel gap detection is to present a silent gap bounded by acoustical markers of identical or similar frequency components, and it is usually found to be relatively easy, with the shortest detectable gap (gap threshold) being below 10 ms [1] . Gap detection becomes difficult when the task is across-channel gap detection, where the frequencies of the leading and trailing markers of the gap are different from each other. The thresholds reach as high as 50 ms when the frequency separation between two markers is at two octaves [2] .
Several studies suggest that the onset of the trailing marker plays an important role in gap detection [3, 4] , but differently for within-and across-channel ones [5] . Physiological gap thresholds are often defined by minimum gap durations that yield clear responses to the trailing marker onset, and they have a good match with psychophysical gap thresholds [3] . Eggermont [4] hypothesized that physiological gap thresholds reflect the recovery time of cortical neurons from strong responses to the leading marker onset. From single-and multi-unit recordings of a cat's primary auditory cortex, he estimated the recovery time at around 55 ms. Within this time frame, the neuronal gap threshold was inversely related to the leading marker duration, since the marker duration did not affect the recovery time. In other words, the sum of leading marker duration and gap threshold was constant at 55 ms. Eggermont [4] noted that psychophysical gap thresholds also show such an inverse relation with leading marker duration [2] . In this case, the sum was around 40 ms. Oxenham [5] offered an account of the differences between within-and across-channel gap detection, in terms of trailing marker onset. Within-channel gap detection can be performed simply by detecting the onset of the trailing marker, since the onset signals the presence of a gap. For across-channel gap detection, the leading and trailing markers are discontinuous in terms of their spectral content, and there is always a detectable transient at the onset of the trailing marker, whether or not a gap is present. Therefore the trailing-marker onset cannot serve as a cue for gap detection. This makes across-channel gap detection difficult, having to rely on other timing cues, such as offset-onset timing of two markers.
In the present study, we measured auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) to the onset of narrowband-noise trailing markers in the within-channel and across-channel conditions. We were motivated to do so for two reasons. First, ABR is an onset response with its amplitude reflecting the magnitude of synchronous neural firing at the stimulus onset [6] ; thus, it is suited to investigating the roles of trailing marker onset in gap detection. ABRs have been measured in the context of within-channel gap detection, where gap thresholds defined by the presence of clearly peaked ABRs corresponded well to psychophysical gap thresholds of the same listeners [3, 7] . As far as we know, Grose et al. [6] was the only study that measured ABRs in the context of across-channel gap detection, although they used a two-tone complex marker which is not typical in gap detection research. In the present study, we used narrowband noise markers of center frequencies similar to the frequencies of pure tone markers used in studies of the first author's lab [8] .
Second, ABR data should be useful for identifying, along the auditory pathway, the site responsible for differences between within-channel and across-channel gap detection. Neurophysiological studies of gap detection, particularly with human participants, have indicated that neural activities differ between the two types of gap detection at the auditory cortex or higher brain regions [4, 8, 9] . However, it is conceivable that differences may exist at lower stages of the auditory pathway. If we found differences in ABR between within-channel and across-channel gap stimuli that corresponded to behavioral gap thresholds, this would suggest that the auditory stage as low as the brainstem might be responsible for the differences between the two types of gap detection. In the present study, we set gap durations used for ABR measurement at equal to, or well above or below, gap thresholds of each participant, to determine the correspondence between ABRs and gap thresholds.
Method

Participants
Ten male students (mean age 23.2, from 22 to 25 years old) participated in this study. No participants had any known hearing deficits or difficulty in listening to the stimuli used in the experiment, and they gave written informed consent prior to the experiment. This study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Faculty of Information Science and Electrical Engineering, Kyushu University.
Stimuli
Stimuli were a sequence of two 50-ms (3 ms rise/fall time) noise markers of one-half octave band of center frequency, with and without a silent gap inserted between them. There were five combinations of center frequencies of the leading and trailing markers (in Hz): 800/800 (within channel), 800/1,600, 800/3,200, 1,600/800, and 3,200/800. They were generated by a sound generating system (Tucker & Davis Technologies TDT System III) controlled by a personal computer (DELL Inspiron 1501) and were presented monaurally to the listener's left ear via headphones (STAX SR Lambda Nova Signature). The sound pressure levels of all markers were set at 45 dB for all of the combinations and calibrated with a sound meter (Brüel & Kjaer 2260 Observer) before each experimental session.
In the stimulus with no gap, the offset of the leading marker overlapped with the onset of the trailing marker, so that there was no amplitude decrement in the stimulus. In the stimulus with a gap, the gap duration was defined as the time from the starting point of the fall of the offset of the leading marker to the starting point of the rise of the onset of the trailing marker. Therefore, the amplitude between the two markers did not fall completely to 0 dB when the gap was shorter than 3 ms.
Gap durations were fixed for the individual listeners on the basis of their gap thresholds (Table 1) , measured by a 2IFC 1-up 6-down tracking procedure [9] , for each frequency combination of leading and trailing markers. For all but the 800/800 condition, one of the gap durations was 0 ms, and the other three were determined from the individual gap thresholds: the length identical to, 0.5 or 1.5 times longer than the threshold duration obtained for each frequency combination. Hereafter, these three gap durations are referred to as 1 GT, 0.5 GT, and 1.5 GT, respectively (GT stands for gap threshold). For 800/800, there were only three gap durations, 0.5 GT, 1 GT, and 1.5 GT, since a 0-ms gap duration resulted in there being no onset of trailing marker for ABR to be measured. Altogether, there were 19 stimulus conditions (4 gap durations Â 4 across-channel conditions, and 3 durations for 800/800).
Procedure
In an electrically shielded, sound-attenuated room, ABR was measured from an electrode at Cz, with a reference electrode at A2 and a ground electrode at Fpz. The signals were amplified and bandpass filtered (100 and 3,000 Hz, sampling rate of 100 kHz) via electroencephalographs (Nippon Kohden MEB-5504). Signals larger than 20 mV were automatically removed. Scalp-electrode impedance was set at less than 5 k for all listeners. During the measurements, the listener was encouraged to sleep and ABR signals were recorded approximately 15 min after the listener lay down quietly and the signals were steady. The experimenter monitored ongoing EEG activity and stopped the measurement when he saw perturbations in the waveforms. He resumed the measurement only when the waveforms were stable. For each session, identical stimuli were presented 2,000 times, at a rate of 3 Hz. All signals were measured from the onset (the starting point of the rise time) of the trailing marker. Each signal was added and averaged one after another. One measurement session was conducted for each of the 19 stimulus conditions. The order of the conditions was randomized across listeners.
In the analysis of individual ABR waveforms, wave V was defined as a positive peak appearing between 10 and 15 ms from the onset of the trailing marker (Wave V appeared somewhat late in the present experiment due to the 3-ms rise times and the relatively low sound levels of the markers used [10] ). A person who was naïve to the purpose of the present study judged the presence or absence of wave V in each case and, when judged present, scored its amplitude, which was measured as the difference in mV between the apex of wave V and the following negative trough.
Results
For each frequency combination, wave V was judged to be present for all individual data except for those measured with 0-ms gap duration. Six participants yielded data in which wave V was judged absent for different frequency combinations: the numbers of judged absences of wave V were 2, 3, 1, and 1, respectively, for 800/1,600, 1,600/800, 800/3,200, and 3,200/800. All but one participant yielded a single case of a judged absence. Figure 1 shows the mean amplitudes as a function of frequency combination and gap duration. Because of the unequal amounts of data available for 0-ms and other gap durations, we conducted statistical analyses on the individual amplitudes in two steps. First, we conducted two-way repeated-measures ANOVA on data obtained with gap durations other than 0 ms (0.5 GT, 1 GT, 1.5 TGT) for all frequency combinations. There were significant main effects of frequency combination, Fð4; 36Þ ¼ 3:86, p < 0:05, p 2 ¼ 0:30, and gap duration, Fð2; 18Þ ¼ 7:54, p < 0:01, p 2 ¼ 0:46, and a marginally significant interaction between them, Fð8; 72Þ ¼ 2:16, p < 0:06, p 2 ¼ 0:19. Multiple comparisons showed no significant difference between any pair of frequency combinations. For the gap duration, there was only a significant difference between 0.5 GT and 1.5 GT. Second, we conducted paired t tests between the means for the four different gap durations, separately for different frequency combinations. The data of participants who did not yield measurable wave V for 0 ms were excluded from this analysis. Bonferroni corrections with an overall level of 0.05 were applied to the tests for each frequency combination. For 800/800, there was only a significant difference between 1 GT and 1.5 GT (tð9Þ ¼ 2:27). For 800/1,600, the mean for 1 GT was significantly larger than that for 0 ms and for 0.5 GT (tð7Þ ¼ 6:61 and 3.10, respectively). For 1,600/800, the mean for 1.5 GT was significantly larger than that for any of the other gap durations (tð7Þ ¼ 3:25, 3.18, and 3.42, respectively for 0 ms, 0.5 GT, and 1 GT). For 800/3,200 and 3,200/800, the means for 0.5 GT, 1 GT, and 1.5 GT were all significantly larger than the mean for 0 ms: for 800/3,200, tð8Þ ¼ 3:26, 2.98, and 3.48: for 3,200/800, tð8Þ ¼ 3:14, 3.86, and 3.60, respectively.
Discussion
The present study demonstrated ABR to the trailing marker onset, as indexed by the peak amplitude of wave V, in across-channel conditions (Fig. 1) . The mean amplitudes were low for the 0-ms gap duration, with one or two participants showing no clear peak, and they were also low for 0.5 GT for the frequency combination of 800/1,600 and for 0.5 GT and 1 GT for 1,600/800. These low amplitudes are not atypical for ABR onset responses measured in gap detection research [7] . The within-channel condition of the present study also yielded low amplitudes for 0.5 GT and 1 GT that were comparable to those obtained for the across-channel conditions. For all of the frequency combinations, the mean amplitudes were high for relatively long gap durations, although the manner in which the amplitudes increased with gap durations varied among the combinations. For 800/800 and 1,600/800, the amplitudes remained low up to 1 GT and jumped to a high level at 1.5 GT. For 800/1,600, the amplitude increased at 1 GT. For 800/3,200 and 3,200/800, the amplitudes increased at 0.5 GT but showed no significant increase thereafter. It thus seems that the ABR onset responses did not correspond to the behavioral gap thresholds, at least in a consistent manner across the within-channel and various across-channel conditions.
To take another look at our ABR data, we plotted mean ABR amplitudes as a function of mean gap durations in ms that were used to measure ABR for each frequency combinations. This is shown in Fig. 2 . It appears that the mean amplitudes are roughly clustered into two groups of low and high amplitudes, separated at a gap duration of approximately 6 to 7 ms. That is, the ABR amplitudes remained low until the gap duration exceeded 6 to 7 ms, and then the amplitudes jumped to a high level, no matter what frequency combinations were used for the markers. We have no ready explanation for the dependence on gap duration, but one note of possible relevance is Eggermont's [4] suggestion that onset responses to a trailing marker become apparent when the recovery time from strong responses to a leading marker has passed. He estimated the recovery time, which was the sum of the leading marker onset and the gap duration at which clear onset responses to the trailing marker were observed, at around 55 ms for a cat's auditory cortex. Since the leading marker duration was 50 ms in the present study, we obtained a similar value, 56 to 57 ms, as a time from the leading marker onset to the appearance of high ABR amplitudes. This may suggest that ABR to the trailing marker reflects recovery processes from the onset response to the leading marker, in a manner similar to the cortical responses in cats [4] . It remains to be answered whether and in what way relations between ABRs and gap thresholds are altered by the recovery processes. 
